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“Vulnerability is not winning or losing; it’s having the courage to show up and be seen when
we have no control over the outcome.” – Brene Brown
Can you tell me a little bit about your hospital and the
units you cover?

What’s the best part about your job?

It’s hard to pick only one aspect of my job that I
love most, but if I had to choose, I would say
I cover two hospitals under the one community hospital
watching patients succeed. When a patient tells
organization at the moment. Within that there are 41 pediatric
me that they can’t do something, or don’t want to
inpatient beds, two surgical programs, two emergency
do something, but successfully complete the
departments, and two very busy outpatient clinics, including a
diabetes clinic and an oncology clinic. I take consults anywhere task/procedure, or learn how to do something
they thought they couldn’t (swallow pills, selfwithin the hospital and teach a daily pre-surgical preparation
inject, etc) – it’s an awesome feeling to see a child
class for children coming for surgery. One of the two hospitals
so proud of themselves.
has been child-life-less for several years so my role there has
been redevelopment which has been super exciting!
What’s the hardest part in doing your job?

What’s your typical unit census and about how many
patients do you see per day?

It totally depends on the season! …and sometimes the week! I
have seen anywhere from one to two patients in a day to
upwards of 15 to 20 depending on how busy our units are,
where I get referrals, and how many kids are booked in to
clinics.

What does your average day look like?
I attend multi-disciplinary rounds every morning, where
everyone is offered a seat at the table. This includes nursing,
physicians and allied health – social work, pharmacy, PT, OT,
child life, etc... It allows me to quickly screen patients on our
inpatient unit and see where the highest needs might be, and
allows me to ask important questions to each of the nurses. I
might switch to a clinic after rounds, depending on referrals.
Depending which hospital I. am at I may have a patient
booked for 1:1 time with me. I will try to do any procedural
preparation and support in the first half of the day where
possible, as I teach pre-op at 2:30 Monday to Thursday. By the
time the pre-op is finished I like to try to do my charting and
workload measurements before I go. Patient care always
comes first so sometimes this gets deferred to the next day(s).

What Is your favorite distraction item and how do you use
it?
I love light spinners, and anything that can enhance one or
more of the senses. For kids who are really competitive, I like to
do an ISpy book or Where’s Waldo too. If they can really focus
on it and try to beat me, it deters greatly from the procedure
that’s happening!

Of course, in healthcare, we experience patient
deaths – those are always challenging. I would like
to focus on another difficult aspect of our job (that
is not always recognized): performing tasks that
other healthcare providers don’t feel
equipped/comfortable doing. Whether it’s
delivering a difficult diagnosis to a child, explaining
death to a child, working through intense anger
with a child, calming a sensory meltdown…those
things that we get called for that are well within
our role and scope, that we are expected to be
good at every time. We don’t second-guess those
calls, but in reflecting back on them, those are
sometimes the most difficult parts of our job. In
addition, being a one-person program brings its
own set of challenges. Trying to fit in with staff,
advocating for your field and your role, making
services known, work-life balance and so much
more.

What’s a facet of your job that people
wouldn’t expect?

Outside of people being fascinated with child life
in general, I often find them so interested when
they hear how broad our scope can really be. I
have found people often don't realize how much
we do outside of playing and procedural support.
Whether it's volunteer training/supervision, hospital
event planning, donation coordination, emotional
support, sibling programming, etc...

What’s something you wish you knew when you
started on this unit?

You're going to mess up, you're not going to be great
at everything right away, and you're not going to have
a magic breakthrough with every single patient. And
that's all ok! It's important that we always have grace
and patience with ourselves, especially when we are
just starting somewhere new!

Do you have anything else you’d like to
share about your job, tips for students, or
thoughts?

Being a Child Life Specialist has been one of the most
rewarding experiences I've had so far. If you are in
pursuit of your CCLS credentials, my one tip for you
would be to be open to learning from everyone you
meet and remain open to the new experiences that
this incredible field has to offer you.

